DISCLAIMER

Nevada Legal Forms Inc. is not a law firm. We are not permitted to engage in the practice of law and therefore cannot provide you with any kind of legal advice or opinion about possible legal rights, remedies, defenses, options, selection of forms or strategies.

This website is an online legal information service. The information contained in this website is general legal information and should not be construed as legal advice to be applied to a specific situation. We attempt to publish quality information; however, we cannot represent or guarantee that the information on this website or linked to this website is accurate, up to date, or appropriate for your situation. Because the law differs from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, and may be interpreted or applied differently depending on your location or situation, the information on this website is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney.

We are not responsible for any loss, injury, claim, liability, or damage related to your use of the website, whether from errors or omissions in the content of our website or any other linked sites, from the site being inaccessible or from any other use of the website. Your use of the website is at your own risk.

This site is not intended to create an attorney-client relationship. You are representing yourself in any legal matter when you purchase legal forms, legal documents or document preparation services from this website.

Communications between you and Nevada Legal Forms Inc. are protected by our Privacy Policy, but are not protected by the attorney-client privilege or work product doctrine. Please note that your access to and use of this website is subject to additional Terms of Use.

Nevada Legal Forms Inc. is not responsible for any loss, injury, liability, or damage related to your use of this site, whether from errors or omissions in the content of the site or from any other use of the site. Your use of this site is subject to your risk. Your use of our legal forms and legal documents, however, is subject to the terms of our Guarantee.